28 self-management projects reflect on how things are going...

The adventure continues...
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Learning Report 2: July 2019

What?

How?

A learning day for all funded projects.

Preparation before
the day:

When?

what would you like to pick other
projects’ brains about?
what’s working well and less well? why?

Wednesday 18th June 2019, 10.30am - 4.00pm.

what difference is your project making?
is your evaluation on track?

Where?

what would you like from the final
learning session in October? who
else would you like to be there?

The ALLIANCE, Venlaw Building, 349 Bath Street, Glasgow.

Why?
→ To introduce funded projects to Why Bother (a resource
about involving the people projects work with in evaluation)
→ To enable projects to network: supporting each other with
shared challenges
→ To continue to gather illustrative stories and learning
directly from funded projects, rather than from written
reports, that might help other projects and/or The Alliance.

1. read the
report from
day 1

Who?

On the day:

The day was facilitated by Martha Lester-Cribb from Evaluation
Support Scotland with support from her colleague Louise
Bowen. The Alliance was also represented.
There were 24 delegates from 21 of the 28 funded selfmanagement projects:
AIMS Advocacy
Carers of West Dunbartonshire
Darcy’s Equine Assisted Learning Centre
Deafblind Scotland
Families in Trauma
GCVS
LifeCare
Lorn and Oban Healthy Options
Mental Health Foundation
Outside The Box
PAMIS

Pillar Kincardine
Scottish Families Affected by Drugs
Support in Mind Scotland
The Haven
The Ripple
The Stroke Association
Visibility
Volunteer Edinburgh
Waverley Care
Wellbeing Scotland
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2. complete a
short online
survey

 learn
 network
 ask

 respond
 reflect
 share

3. have a think
about some
topics

 listen
 discuss
 comment

 be able to share this learning more widely

 learn about how / whether H&SC Integration impacts on projects

 understand what kind of evidence it will be realistic for projects to produce

 know what self-management looks like in practice

 gather tangible information

 learn about good practice and what is realistic

The Alliance wants to...
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As requested by delegates at the first learning
day, the morning of day 2 was a training
session on Why bother involving people in
evaluation?

Spectrum of Involvement

After covering the main principles and
approaches, we looked at the Spectrum of
Involvement in conjunction with the
Evaluation Pathway.
Delegates had the opportunity to consider
what first steps they might take in order to
try out further involving the people they work
with in evaluation (beyond feedback).

Evaluation
Pathway
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You can download Why bother? (an interactive electronic
workbook) for free from: www.evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk

After the 1st learning day,
some people said they would
like more opportunities to
find out more about other
projects and how things are
going for them. So this time
we included a 90 minute

netWORKING lunch

“Would love
to bleat…”
Projects were asked “What would you
most like to pick other projects'
brains about?”. Resulting themes
were put up on the sticky wall.
Delegates could add and respond to
requests. There was lots of chat. It
was up to delegates to decide
whether or how to follow this up.

WLTM themes
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...for networking, peer support,
sharing ideas and more!

Creating Resources
Funding
Gathering Evaluation Evidence
Getting & Keeping People Involved
Peer Volunteers
Self Management
Sharing Learning & Success

1 word to describe how you are feeling about your project now...

NB: It is interesting to compare this word cloud to the initial one created in March 2019 (see p7, report 1). There is less
excitement this time, but more positivity, pride and happiness; roughly the same amount of frustration and more tiredness.
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What would success look like?
Analysis of funded projects’ responses to this question in
the pre-event questionnaire identified 3 main themes:

Making a difference
Projects will have achieved their outcomes. Particularly:
✓ People know more about how to manage their
condition
✓ They have improved physical and mental health
✓ They have increased resilience

“[They] have felt supported in thinking through
how they plan for joy as part of selfmanagement as opposed to on top of it”

Sustaining / growing the project
✓ People who benefit are confident enough to develop
the project and continue to be involved as peers

“A peony rose bush in full bloom!”

Influencing change

✓ The project has enough / increased resources,
especially volunteers and staff

Participants are able to articulate what they need so that:

✓ The project is mainstreamed, either within its
organisation or funded by the public sector

“[This] would demonstrate real and meaningful
integration of third sector within health and
social care partnerships”
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✓ They can make good decisions for themselves and how they
manage their condition
✓ Their voices are heard and influence both policy and practice

“Family carers feeling empowered to implement their
learning, sharing it with others and having confidence to
engage with health care practitioners”
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The difference projects are making
11 broad outcome themes were identified from
responses to the first online questionnaire. The bigger
the circle, the more times the theme was referenced.

At this second learning event, we asked participants the
following questions:

What can you tell us
about the difference your
projects are making in
these (or other) areas?
Participants discussed and noted
their answers to these questions in
small groups. The following pages
indicate the types of responses
given - in projects’ own words.
Types of evidence which were mentioned included:

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

things produced (outputs) ✓ goals achieved
case studies
observation
attendance
changes in processes
clinical evaluation
written quotes

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

art work
videos
diary
polls
records
verbal feedback

Participants are moving on to
volunteer positions,
employment, get better more
fulfilling lives - not time limited
to just period of time on course

Visual impaired help
visual impaired
(sensory inspirers)
rather than sighted
helping visual
impaired

Staying in
employment
when indicated
wanted to leave

What can you tell us about the
difference your projects are making?
Taking back control - making the choice
themselves to tell their story “I’ve waited all
my life to tell my story and I don’t want it to
be just written down, I want people to see my
face and hear my words - this is my legacy”

Starting to attend
hospital appointments
again and taking
medication again

Learning what
you are feeling
is normal

anxiety

reduced number of
home visits, increased
visits to hubs
Coming to peer
support has given
participant
motivation to
change

Encouraging carers to talk
and review own wellbeing
and lifestyles… with use of
booklet developed by
carers themselves and
health professional’s input

Working with people to
design the course allows
people to be in control and
cover areas more important
to them and their self
management.

consultation being led by
service users - running project
and changing as project
becomes more successful and
new needs are identified

independence

two male participants
are accessing local
exercise programme
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physical activity

impact of self-management…
can open up and highlight there
are other support needs, eg
counselling after telling story

What can you tell us about the
difference your projects are making?
previous participant
now a co-facilitator
of the course

even the possibility of
support opens a
person’s mind to
trying something new

putting in
replacement
care

even the possibility of
support opens a
person’s mind to
trying something new

understand gaps

accessing the right
support for an issue
never previously
disclosed

by accessing a safe place
people can feel confident being
signposted where necessary

more choice and
control through
the building of
skills, eg pacing

getting clinicians
on board with
non medical
models of people
managing their
conditions

some are too scared
to leave the house

gathered a lot of
information around
healthcare control weekly youth panel
meetings

skills

encouraging
practitioners to
buy in!

booklet developed by
carers themselves and
health professionals’ input

empowering members in making decisions
regarding the delivery, marketing and
content of training video and classes

thinking about citizenship (also a
form of self care) - how can take
experience and turn it into activism
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spreading the word about the importance of good
practice (eg trauma-informed) - know good practice
but people are fire-fighting and that can get in the way

when people are spread far and
wide it is challenging - even
just mentioning that working
with someone in similar
circumstances is helpful

regular and frequent access to
support is only option to meet other
people with similar conditions people now meeting outwith service

people engaging
with clubs

less
isolated in
a group of
peers

socialising
more

connecting
with peers
supporting people to
connect online means
support is given where it
might not happen otherwise
“has now recovered
[herself] and feeling
connected”

people having a
connection - even
with staff members

physical and mental
both covered

impact on wellbeing
of individuals AND
their families

moving towards goals
(the project flexibility
has allowed this!)

having fun and
being NORMAL

project longevity - ability to
move on with connections
that last (peer support)

What can you tell us about the
difference your projects are making?

not having to
tell own story
gives confidence

talking for first
time about
difficult situations
in their lives
buddies are
a confidence
safety net
for people

groups now starting
to plan and manage
selves and not so
reliant on facilitators

confidence to
participate and be
part of developing
something

coming to peer support
has given participant
motivation to change
and confidence to try
new things

to challenge
people around
visual
impairment
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blocking
negative
influences and
putting
boundaries in

How is it going?
Working in 2 groups (what’s working well / what’s not working so well), each delegate contributed their top success or
challenge as appropriate. Each group then identified common emerging themes.
Delegates added detail about
WHY they believed these
aspects of their projects were
Health & Social Care
Working with
going well / not [see p13-15].
Partnership buy-in
partners
Everyone then swapped and had
the opportunity to add any
People engaging with
themes or explanations they felt
their community
were missing from the other
Next steps for
What’s
group’s work.
participants

working
well?

Engagement
(with project)
Participant
engagement

Self-management

Funder approach to
evaluation

Collecting evaluation
evidence

Person-led

Group peer support

Peer mentor
development

It is interesting that several
topic areas (eg engagement)
are represented in both the
positive and negative lists
(shown by arrows).

Next steps for
projects / funding

What’s
not
working
so well?

Time
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What makes the difference?
“What factors do you
believe are helping /
hindering these aspects
of your project?”

Analysis of responses identified several key factors which
can have a positive or negative impact. Some relate to
organisations and some to individual participants and are
summarised here. Some more theme-specific factors are
considered on p14-15

organisational factors
relationships with
other organisations

understanding S-M
✓ Selling it to HSCP as a
positive addition
 Partners’ perception that
Self-Management is doing
it by yourself - no
services needed

flexibility
✓ Freedom to take calculated
risks
 Having an unflexible date
for performance

evidence of impact
✓ Demonstrate how we can
save them time and
money
 A year is a short time to
have significant results
with new approaches

partner organisation's
culture
✓ More hospitals… making
people aware of service
 Busy culture - what gets
noticed, promoted and
signposted to

wider strategies

capacity
lead-in has made
a huge difference to how
can engage
 Convincing GP practices
that the workload is
minimal

priorities

✓ Meeting with senior

healthcare practitioners

 Resistance from those
who make referrals

✓ 6 month

✓ Community Link Workers

and GPs very engaged

 Different agendas for
some of the partners

personal factors

[wider org]

✓ National strategy

encouraging Health
Boards to jump on board
 HSCP S-M strategy - value
of existing 3rd sector work
isn’t always valued

time
✓ 1st time we’ve had the
time & encouragement to
do full consultation
 Could have done with
more staff as it’s a lot
on the few involved

individuals’ capacity
✓ Participants want to be
engaged in other aspects
of the project after their
personal involvement is
passed
 Life gets in the way
peer involvement
✓ People modelling positive
change… is inspiring
others to try
 Difficulty identifying
possible peer volunteers
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Health & Social Care
Partnership buy-in
“Client stories and
feedback directly to
H&SCP staff - they
see the quality of life
improvements”

What’s helping
these aspects
of your project
go well?

People engaging with
their community
“1:1 support has given
people the confidence
to begin to re-engage
with the wider
community”
Having contact with
and knowledge of other
relevant 3rd sector
organisations

“Provision of an
invisible safety net”

Self-management
“Having a creative
outlet can be part of
a [self-management]
toolbox”

Engagement

Group peer support

“Individually directed
pace, take time to
know and understand
individual”

“Strengthens buy-in
by young people”

Marketing and word of
mouth

“Empathetic, skilled
staff”
Consultation and focus
groups

Peer mentor
development
“Peer mentors
contributing to group
development and
evaluation identifying problems
and helping to come
up with solutions”
“building confidence”

“Taking responsibility
for own health”
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Sharing experiences.

Person-led
“I work with what the
individual presents to
“Individuals are feeling
valued in the process
of being consulted on
what they want to
share”
“Managing to identify
barriers for carers and
finding solutions”
“Sessions are
structured however
they go where they
need to”

Funder approach to
evaluation
“For the first time
ever we feel as
though our funder
cares about the
people we work with
and what happens to
them”
“We are developing a
network - don’t feel
like we are in
competition with
other projects
(unusual)”
“Growth enhancing
(rather than soul
destroying)”
“It’s a two-way
street which leads to
honesty and
transparency”
“Don’t feel isolated by
challenges”
“It’s opening our eyes
to what we could do”

Time

Working with
partners
Inadequate health
and social care buy-in
“Partners have not
referred into this
aspect of our work”

What’s causing
problems for
these aspects
of your
project?

“Buy-in from
statutory services:
preciousness!!
Statutory services
think they are doing
this service”

Collecting evaluation
evidence

Takes a long time to
implement project

“Difficult to remember
to capture progress
throughout”

Other people’s /
organisations’ other
commitments

Next steps for
participants

“Very part time hours
as main contact
person - therefore
difficult to find time
for everything”

More difficult for
some groups - eg
geographically
widespread or
housebound

“NHS etc moves
slowly - have to prove
yourself / your
project”

Can’t meet expected
deadlines as takes
time to ensure
people feel
comfortable

Participant
engagement

External factors
cause delays

Some potential
participants face
barriers to attending
groups

Staff changes

Time spent on
funding applications
and reporting diminishes service
provision and
resources

“Deadline & outcomes
…us learning what to
do or NOT do!”

“What next? What
happens if there is no
more funding?”

“Issues meeting up
with carers due to
their caring role”

“Long term
sustainability of work
produced would be
nice”

“Lower numbers than
first expected”
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Next steps for
projects / funding

Health Inequalities
ESS is currently being funded by
Health Scotland to facilitate the
development of a theory of change
which will illustrate the third sector’s
contribution to tackling health
inequalities.

We took the opportunity of this learning day to
find out how Self-Management projects view
their work in relation to health inequalities.
22 participants completed the questionnaire.

Is your project
tackling Health
Inequalities?

Do others (eg partners and
funders) understand how
your work impacts on
health inequalities and
recognise it?

Would you find it helpful to
have tools to help explain
your contribution to
tackling to health
inequalities (eg
a theory of
change)?

!

21

9

16

1

How do you feel about your self-evaluation?

0

7

[PHEW!]

“We have discussed methods and

tools and ideas and we are just
about to take the leap in
deciding what to use”

“Project just coming together
now - so feeling a bit reluctant
about evaluation - but have
started to think about: who?
what? why? when?”
“Not had lots of time to selfevaluate as we have a very small
team and not enough time”
“I have so much other stuff to
do I keep putting this off”
“Very early in project so
worried about evaluation and
staff buy-in”
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“The positivity comes from the

recognition that we are adapting
to our learning as we go, and
it’s productive being able to
work this way”
“Part of our process is working
well and the other part is
providing average information”
“I am gathering lots of
information, I just need to
think about how to present it”
“All the processes are in place
for recording outcomes and
service users have good impact”
“I’m excited to really get into
it - I feel like we can do it and
we have lots of good things to
evaluate together”
“I feel like the collection of
information is on track but am
a little nervous of analysis”
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2
“I feel that we are pretty
much on track, and astonished
by the outcomes achieved
broadly”

“The participants are really keen
to share their experiences and
how taking part is improving
their lives. It’s inspiring”

Preferences for final Learning Day - 10th October 2019
What would you like to share at this event?
Our journey.
The fun we’ve
had along the
way.

Successes and
positive stories
- outcomes
achieved.

Next steps.

Good practice.

Learning - and
why.

Who else would you like to invite?

The Alliance’s
perspective on
this process.

From within projects:

What would you like to gain from this event?
Further
learning.
Ideas. New
approaches.

More
confidence and
skill to continue
evaluation in all
we do.

Inspiring stories.
Sense of
celebration.

Other projects’
journeys and
progress.

✓

people who access services

✓

other project staff

✓

volunteers

✓

board members

From projects’ networks:

Next steps.
Information on
funders.
How to move
the pilot on.
Information
about joint
applications to
The Alliance.

✓

funders who could sustain projects

✓

partner organisations

✓

Community Link Workers

✓

GPs

✓

IJB representatives

✓

H&SCP managers

✓

Local councillors

From The Alliance:
Several people also said they would
welcome the opportunity to be able to be

in how they share their final learning.
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✓

communications & policy staff

✓

Ian Welsh

Feedback from the day
What are the benefits of sharing
your learning this way? (23)

What are the drawbacks? (14)

Anything else about today? (16)

Easier (11)

Can’t share everything (3)

Networking lunch too long (3)

Gather more learning (14)

“not necessarily sharing as much of the
most exciting anecdotes to come from a
creative project”
“feel that I’m not always doing justice to
my project!”
“forgetting things”

“it is a process and journey of learning
rather than a chore!”
“less pressure” / “less work and paper”
“easier to verbally discuss things”
“time out protected allows greater
learning, reflection - can dig deeper”
“sometimes you are sparked by something
someone else has said that resonates but
maybe wouldn’t have been in the report”
“having a conversation with people gets
you to consider your work in more depth”
Added value (13)

“this type of reporting is growing us in
skill and confidence”
“allows us to learn from each other - it
also helps to identify solutions and
different ways of doing things”
“enriching to discuss self management in a
deeper way with innovative people”
“feel less isolated and it’s supportive”
“fantastic and helped change a whole
approach”
“flexibility, risk taking, FREEDOM from
funder to change things and make a real
difference, not figures / stats - STORIES,
buy-in, rapport, trust”

Time involved (4) and Travel (2)

“travel and time out of office, but this is
also a positive”
Tiring (2)

“they are quite intensive in terms of how
much energy it takes both to listen and
contribute”
No formal report (1)

“[no] formal feedback and evaluation that
can be used for other funders”
Personal preferences (1)

“shyness”
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“networking lunch was too long - from an
introvert’s perspective!”
“the lunch was too long and lacked
structure”
Valuable (13)

“refreshing and so positive to feel part of
a process which benefits not just clients
but us as an organisation and hopefully
funders too!”
“greatly appreciate the opportunity to
work and learn in this way.”
“timing was great”
“really interactive and found it useful to
discuss the roots of the project”
“eye opening, supportive, honest, GREAT!”
“good networking - great learning support
from others too”
“it’s an authentic process - no blame”
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